Question marks and Full Stops.

Write these sentences correctly:

1) what is your full name
2) where do you live
3) when do you go to school
4) what is your mum’s name
5) what is your favourite game
6) how do you come to school
7) what is your favourite subject at school
8) how old are you

Choose a word from the brackets and put a question mark or full stop at the end of the sentence:

1) Where was ______ (Mrs Mother man)
2) Was it ______ (Dad Mr Miss)
3) She had gone ______ (near in out)
4) The children looked in the ______ (grass garden box)
5) They heard a car stop at the ______ (gate thing milkbottle)
6) Had he ______ mother (saw seen see)
7) They hurried to ______ him (meat meet met)
8) She must ______ soon for dinner (came come have come)